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Jolly roger flag emoji

Click on the emoji to add a setting. Pirate Flag Noun Iklljht Jolly Roger Jolly Roger Acting Lyoyt pirating the adjective Jkttgg Pirate Black Flag Black Setting Hhjh This flag is black with a white skull and crossbones under the skull. An example of using Yuuhtrfghııutghhjıo to hoist the Joly Roger  ☠️
CodepointU +1f3f4 U +200d U +2620 U + fe0f logo  ☠️ HTML&amp;#127988&amp;#8205;&amp;#9760;&amp;&amp;#65039; AppleGoogleSamsungMicrosoftTwitterOpenMoji  ☠️ Emoji Pirate Flag has been approved as part of Standard Emoji 11.0 in 2018 and currently appears  flags. You can click
on the images above to enlarge them and better understand the meaning of Pirate Flag Emoji. Sometimes these images are ambiguous and you can see something else about them ;-). Use the  ☠️ icon to copy and paste Pirate Flag Emoji. This emoji is mature enough and needs to be worked on all
devices. You can have a similar emoji and a lower grave of this page. Emoji namePirate Flag Symbol  ☠️ CodepointU+1f3f4 U+200d U+2620 U+fe0f Shortcode:pirate_flag: CategoryFlags Keywordstreasure (23) • pirate (7) • skeleton (4) Windows Alt-coden/a Decimal HTML
Entity&amp;#127988;&amp;#8205;&amp;#9760;&amp;#65039; Hex HTML Entity&amp;#x1f3f4;&amp;#x200d;&amp;#x2620;&amp;#xfe0f; UTF-16 hex0xd83c 0xdff4 0x200d 0x2620 0xfe0f Encoded URL%F0%9F%8F%B4%E2%80%8D%E2%98%A0%EF%B8%8F VersionEmoji 11.0 Year2018  ☠️
International Names  ☠️ Pirate Flag (Jolly Roger, pirate, plunder, treasure) – English  ☠️ Piratenflagge (Jolly Roger, Pirat, Piratenfahne, Schatz) – Deutsch  ☠️ Drapeau De Pirate (pillage, piller, pirate, trésor) – Français  ☠️ Пиратский Флаг (веселый роджер, кости, пираты, флаг, череп) – Русский
☠️ Bandera Pirata (botín, Jolly Roger, pirata, tesoro) – Español  ☠️ Bandiera Dei Pirati (corsari, corsaro, pirata, pirati) – Italiano  ☠️ Bandeira De Pirata (caveira e osso הטריפ , saque, tesouro) – Português  ☠️ Piracka הגאלפ  (czaszka i kości, י' צריפ 'ר , גור ילו  רושק – (pirat, skarb ,ג' יקסלופ   EmojiEven רתוי
Emoji... All emoji names are official character names and/or CLDR and code points listed as part of the Unicode facility. Other descriptions are copyright © Emojipedia. Emoji images displayed on Emojipedia are copyrighted © respectively, unless otherwise stated. Emoji ® a voting member of the Unicode
Consortium. Emojipedia® is a registered trademark of Emojipedia Pty ltd. Apple® is a registered trademark of Apple Ltd.; Microsoft® and Windows® are registered trademarks of the Microsoft Corporation; Google® and Android™ are registered trademarks or trademarks of Google Inc in the United States
and/or other countries. Follow Emojipedia on Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, TikTok or Micro.blog. All Emoji Character names and/or CLDR and code points listed as part of the Unicode facility. Other descriptions are copyright © Emojipedia. Emoji images displayed on Emojipedia are copyrighted ©
respectively, unless otherwise stated. Emoji ® a voting member of the Unicode Consortium. Emojipedia® is a registered trademark of Emojipedia Pty ltd. Apple® is a registered trademark of Apple Ltd.; Microsoft® and Windows® are registered trademarks of the Microsoft Corporation; Google® and
Android™ are registered trademarks or trademarks of Google Inc in the United States and/or other countries. Follow Emojipedia on Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, TikTok or Micro.blog. Page 2 All emoji names are official character names and/or CLDR and code points listed as part of the Unicode facility.
Other descriptions are copyright © Emojipedia. Emoji images displayed on Emojipedia are copyrighted © respectively, unless otherwise stated. Emoji ® a voting member of the Unicode Consortium. Emojipedia® is a registered trademark of Emojipedia Pty ltd. Apple® is a registered trademark of Apple
Ltd.; Microsoft® and Windows® are registered trademarks of the Microsoft Corporation; Google® and Android™ are registered trademarks or trademarks of Google Inc in the United States and/or other countries. Follow Emojipedia on Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, TikTok or Micro.blog. Page 3 All emoji
names are official names and/or CLDR and code points listed as part of the Unicode facility. Other descriptions are copyright © Emojipedia. Emoji images displayed on Emojipedia are copyrighted © respectively, unless otherwise stated. Emoji ® a voting member of the Unicode Consortium. Emojipedia®
is a registered trademark of Emojipedia Pty ltd. Apple® is a registered trademark of Apple Ltd.; Microsoft® and Windows® are registered trademarks of the Microsoft Corporation; Google® and Android™ are registered trademarks or trademarks of Google Inc in the United States and/or other countries.
Follow Emojipedia on Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, TikTok or Micro.blog. Page 4 All emoji names are official character and/or CLDR names and code points listed as part of the Unicode facility. Other descriptions are copyright © Emojipedia. Emoji images displayed on Emojipedia are copyrighted ©
respectively, unless otherwise stated. Emoji ® a voting member of the Unicode Consortium. Emojipedia® is a registered trademark of Emojipedia Pty ltd. Apple® is a registered trademark of Apple Ltd.; Microsoft® and Windows® are registered trademarks of the Microsoft Corporation; Google® and
Android™ are registered trademarks or trademarks of Google Inc in the United States and/or other countries. Follow Emojipedia on Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, TikTok or Micro.blog. Pirate Flag - Oh, Hello Sparrow and the Black Pearl! Who doesn't know this emoji should ⌚ watch all the pirate movies
by Disney at least. Well, in general it's a picture of  with a cheerful Roger -- just a skull ☠️ crossed bones on it. The meaning – everything to do with pirates: rebellion, ships, battles, your rebellious spirit in every field. Use it to remind your friends about super crazy  party at your parents' house with
a  party popper,  fireworks, drinks etc  Halloween. Use it also to say that you use some forbidden things (of course you will never use anything  forbidden, but just in case ) use it to say about something really dangerous, although a better emoji for it would be a skull and
crossbones. +addCopy &amp; Paste this emoji:  Content:Examples of  ☠️ pirate flag emoji using  ☠️ pirate flag emoji  ☠️, ⚔️,  ... Kaugim: / ███☠️ ...  ☠️ a pirate flag look across various devices emojis tied to the , , , ...  ☠️ a pirate flag emoji or take me to a random emoji �
�! Examples  ☠️ pirate flag emoji using popular phrases with  ☠️ pirate flag emoji for use in web messengers:Press/click to copy &amp; pasteJack, where is the black pearl. I want to see it on the waves with  ☠️, on it!  ☠️, Roger Joie dejeverge is the symbol of pirates!+addcombinations with 
☠️ pirate flag emojiCombinations are just a bunch of emojis placed together, like this one:  ☠️, ⚔️,  . You can use Combos to create puzzles or wordless messaging. Tap/click to copy &amp; paste — Caramba!+AddRelevant kaomojisKaomojis are popular in Japan to share emotions and situations
using Japanese grammar punctuation and characters. Here's how: █☠️! You can use this creative style in messengers and online to impress your friends. Press/click to copy and paste  ☠️ Emoji Pirate Flag look across different devices and Amojis may look different across platforms. Any Web service,
operating system, or gadget manufacturer may create emojis design based on their style and organizational vision. Here you can check out how  ☠️ Pirate Flag Emoji looks on the most popular platforms:AppleGoogleMicrosoft Twitter WhatatsAppSamsungOpenmoji EmojisShow  ☠️ emoji Popularity
General ChartIntertational information about  ☠️ Flag Pirate emoji Full Name  ☠️ Pirate Flag Category  Flags Category  Mark how to type shortcodeUnicode code (full)U+1F3F4 U +200D U+2620 U+FE0FMADE with U + 1F3F4  Black Plajo + 200D Zero Width JoinerU + 2620 ☠️ Skull &amp;
Crossbones + VARIATION SELECTOR FE0F-16Dud (Minimal Certified  ☠ U+1F3F4 U+200D U+2620 Version Unicode 11.0 (2018)Listed in Emoji version 11.0Hex code 200D 2620 FE0FURL Escape Code%F0%9F%8F%B4%e2%80%8D%e2%98%A0%EF% B 8%8F Translation and keywords for
Mozilla Mozilla Pirate Flag  ☠️:FxEmojis 1.7.9: ❌OpenMoji:OpenMoji 12.. 2: ✅Twemoji 2.3: ✅Twemoji 12.1.5: ✅Twemoji 13.0: ✅  ☠️ (Pirate Flag) ) =  (black flag) + ☠️ (skull and crossbones)  ☠️ (emoji style) =  ☠ (no style) + emoji style this is a pirate flag. It consists of a black flag surface �
� a skull ☠️ logo. It's the flag the pirates hang on the pirate ship . It represents death, looting and conquest, and is a symbol used by pirates to intimidate or capture prey. It usually means pirates, pirate ships, pirate flags, or looting and death. Related emojis:  The meaning of emoji icon  ☠️ is
a pirate flag, it is related to Julie Roger, pirate, booty, treasure, can be found in the category emoji:  flags -  flag.  ☠️ is a zero-width joiner sequence, created by a zero-width joiner combination of ZWJ 1 and 2 individual Emoji. These individual emojis are:  (black flag), ☠️ (skull and
crossbones). The newly created emoji is presented as a single emoji:  ☠️ on some platforms with good compatibility, but it may also be presented as multiple emojis together: ☠️ on some poorly compatible platforms. Compatibility.
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